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Confined granular packings: Structure, stress, and forces
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The structure and stresses of static granular packs in cylindrical containers are studied by using large-scale
discrete element molecular dynamics simulations in three dimensions. We generate packings by both pouring
and sedimentation and examine how the final state depends on the method of construction. The vertical stress
becomes depth independent for deep piles and we compare these stress depth profiles to the classical Janssen
theory. The majority of the tangential forces for particle-wall contacts are found to be close to the Coulomb
failure criterion, in agreement with the theory of Janssen, while particle-particle contacts in the bulk are far
from the Coulomb criterion. In addition, we show that a linear hydrostaticlike region at the top of the packings
unexplained by the Janssen theory arises because most of the particle-wall tangential forces in this region are
far from the Coulomb yield criterion. The distributions of particle-particle and particle-wall contact forcesP( f )
exhibit exponential-like decay at large forces in agreement with previous studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation and structure of granular packs has lo
been of interest in both the engineering@1# and physics@2#
communities. One practical problem has been how to c
acterize the behavior of granular materials in silos and p
vent silo failure. A variety of simulation methods have be
developed to describe the stresses on the walls of a
though most are confined to two-dimensional~2D! systems.
Unfortunately, there is wide disagreement as to the predic
power of these models and the proper approach to take
accurate simulation@3–6#. Those simulations that are carrie
out in three dimensions usually utilize finite-element me
ods that provide little information on the internal structure
forces in granular packs@7,8#. Most of the recent 3D
discrete-element simulations that have been performed
ploy periodic boundary conditions in the two directions p
pendicular to gravity. Though these studies provide use
information on the internal structure of such packings@9,10#,
they give no information on vertical stresses or forces at
boundary.

The vertical stress in a silo has traditionally been d
scribed by the pioneering 1895 theoretical work of Jans
@11#. This analysis relies on treating a granular pack a
continuous medium where a fractionk of vertical stress is
converted to horizontal stress. The form of the vertical str
appears if one assumes that the frictional forces between
ticles and walls are at the Coulomb failure criterion:Ft
5mwFn , whereFt is the tangential friction force,Fn is the
normal force at the wall, andmw is the coefficient of friction
for particle-wall contacts. Numerous improvements ha
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been added over time, but in many cases their effect on
theory is small@1#. Recently, experiments have been carri
out on granular packs in silos to test the suitability of Ja
sen’s theory in ideal conditions. These studies@12,13# mea-
sured the apparent mass at the bottom of the silo as a f
tion of the filling mass. They found the best agreement w
a phenomenological theory containing elements of Janss
original model, which we describe in more detail in Sec.

We present here large-scale 3D discrete particle, mole
lar dynamics simulations of granular packings in cylindric
containers~silos!. Our aim is to understand the internal stru
ture and vertical stress profiles of these granular packi
and reconcile our results with existing theory. A variety
methods simulating pouring and sedimentation are use
generate the packings. We show how the different meth
of filling the container affect the final bulk structure of th
packings. We evaluate the suitability of the Janssen theor
the observed vertical stress profiles and test the validity o
assumptions. We show that the majority of particle-wall co
tact forces are close to the Coulomb failure criteria, wher
particle-particle forces in the bulk are far from yield. Finall
we show that the distribution of contact forces in these pa
ings show exponential-like tails, in the bulk, at the side wa
and at the base@14,15#.

The simulation method is presented in Sec. I, where
also discuss the various methods that were used to gen
the packings. In Sec. II, we show how the different metho
affect the bulk structure of the packings. Sec. III presents
vertical stress profiles and discusses their characteristics
we compare our results to the classical theory of Jansse
well as two modified forms of the Janssen analysis. In S
IV we present our results on the distribution of forces a
test the Janssen prediction of Coulomb failure at the walls
the cylinder. We conclude and summarize the work in Sec
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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II. SIMULATION METHOD

We present molecular dynamics~MD! simulations in
three dimensions on model systems ofN monodispersed
spheres of diameterd and massm. We varyN from 20 000 to
200 000 particles. The system is constrained by a cylinde
radiusR, centered onx5y50, with its axis along the verti-
cal z direction. The cylinder is bounded below with a fl
base atz50. In some cases, a layer of randomly arrang
immobilized particles approximately 2d high rests on top of
the flat base to provide a rough base. The cylinders used
in size fromR510d to 20d. This work builds on previous
MD simulations of packings with periodic boundary cond
tions in thexy plane@10#.

The spheres interact only on contact through a spri
dashpot interaction in the normal and tangential direction
their lines of centers. Contacting spheresi andj positioned at
r i and r j experience a relative normal compressiond5ur i j
2du, wherer i j 5r i2r j , which results in a force

Fi j 5Fn1Ft . ~1!

The normal and tangential contact forces are given by

Fn5 f ~d/d!S kndni j 2
m

2
gnvnD , ~2!

Ft5 f ~d/d!S 2ktDst2
m

2
g tvtD , ~3!

where ni j 5r i j /r i j , with r i j 5ur i j u. vn and vt are, respec-
tively, the normal and tangential components of the relat
surface velocity, andkn,t andgn,t are elastic and viscoelasti
constants, respectively.f (x)51 for Hookean~linear! con-
tacts, while for Hertzian contactsf (x)5Ax. Dst is the elastic
tangential displacement between spheres, obtained by
grating tangential relative velocities during elastic deform
tion for the lifetime of the contact. The magnitude ofDst is
truncated as necessary to satisfy a local Coulomb yield
terion Ft<mFn , whereFt[uFtu andFn[uFnu andm is the
particle-particle friction coefficient. Frictionless spheres c
respond tom50. Particle-wall interactions are treated ide
tically, but the particle-wall friction coefficientmw is set in-
dependently. A more detailed description of the model
available elsewhere@16#.

Most of these simulations are run with a fixed set of p
rameters:kn523105mg/d, kt5

2
7 kn , andgn550Ag/d. For

Hookean springs we setg t50. For Hertzian springs,g t
5gn @17#. In these simulations, it takes far longer to dra
the energy out of granular packs, using the Hertzian fo
law, since the coefficient of restitutione is velocity depen-
dent @18# and goes to zero as the velocity goes to zero.
thus focused on Hookean contacts, which for the above
rameters givee50.88. The convenient time unit ist
5Ad/g, the time it takes a particle to fall its radius from re
under gravity. For this set of parameters, the time stepdt
51024t. The particle-particle friction and particle-wall fric
tion are the same:m5mw50.5, unless stated otherwise.
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All of our results will be given in dimensionless unit
based onm, d, andg. Physical experiments often use gla
spheres ofd5100 mm with r523103kg/m3. In this case,
the physical elastic constant would bekglass;1010mg/d. A
spring constant this high would be prohibitively comput
tionally expensive, because the time step must have the f
dt}k21/2 for collisions to be modeled effectively. We hav
found that running simulations with largerk’s does not ap-
preciatively change the physical results@16#.

We use a variety of techniques to generate our static pa
ings. In method P1, we mimic the pouring of particles a
fixed height Z into the container. For computational effi
ciency, a group ofM particles is added to the simulation on
single time step as if they had been added one by on
random times. This is done by inserting theM particles at
nonoverlapping positions within a thin cylindrical region
radiusR2d that extends inz from Z to Z2d. Thex, y, and
z coordinates of the particles are chosen randomly within
insertion region. The height of insertionz determines the
initial z velocity vz of the particle—vz is set to the value it
would have after falling from a heightZ. After a timeA2t,
another group ofM particles is inserted. This methodolog
generates a steady stream of particles, as if they were po
continuously from a hopper~see Fig. 1!. The rate of pouring
is controlled by settingM to correspond to a desired volum
fraction of particles within the insertion region. For examp
for an initial volume fraction off i50.13 andR510d, the
pouring rate is'45 particles pert.

Method P2 is similar, but the insertion region moves inz
with time, so that the particles are inserted at roughly
same distance from the top of the pile over the course of
simulation. The insertion region is the same as in method

FIG. 1. Formation of a packing ofN520 000 spheres in a cy
lindrical container of radius 10d onto a flat base. The packing i
constructed by pouring, using method P1, from a height of 7d.
The configurations shown are for early, intermediate, and late tim
The final static pile hasf f50.62.
3-2
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with thicknessdz51 and radiusR2d. For the results pre-
sented here, the initial height is 10d and the insertion poin
moves upward with velocityv ins50.15d/t ẑ. For 50 000 par-
ticles, the pouring region rises 150d over the course of the
simulation. A 50 000 particle pack in aR510d cylinder is
roughly 140d high, making this a reasonable rate for pouri
in particles at approximately the same height over a long r
Different configurations were produced by using differe
random number seeds to place the particles in the inse
region. These two methods are similar to the homogene
‘‘raining’’ methods used in experiments@20#.

We also prepare packings that simulate particle sedim
tation. In this method nonoverlapping particles with a pa
ing fraction f'0.13 are randomly placed in a cylindrica
region of radiusR2d extending fromz510d to the top of
the simulation box. This tall, dilute column of particles
then allowed to settle under the influence of gravity in t
presence of a viscous damping term—each particlei feels an
additional Stokes drag forceFi

damp52bv i , with the damp-
ing coefficientb50.20mAg/d. The terminal velocityv term

5mg/b55Adg is the same velocity as that of a free-fallin
particle that has fallen 25d/2 from rest. This method, which
we refer to as S2, closely approximates sedimentation in
presence of a background fluid. It also shares some simi
ties with method P2, being very similar to pouring particl
from a constant height above the pile. We also run the sim
lation with no viscous damping,b50, and refer to this as
method S1. In both cases, we start from the same in
configuration of particles but give the particles different ra
dom initial velocities ranging from210d/t to 10d/t for the
horizontal components and210d/t to 0 for the vertical
component to create different configurations.

In all cases, the simulations were run until the kine
energy per particle was less than 1028mgd. The resultant
packing is considered quiescent and used for further ana
@10#. For method S1, the free-fall portion of the simulation
a small fraction of the simulation time, with the largest fra
tion of the simulation time devoted to dissipation of the loc
vibrations of particles in contact. For the other three me
ods, the packs form as the pouring continues and lose t
kinetic energy very soon after the last particle settles on
of the pack.

These simulations were performed on a parallel clus
computer built with DEC Alpha processors and Myrinet i
terconnects, using a parallel molecular dynamics code o
mized for short-range interactions@16,19#. A typical simula-
tion to create a 50 000 particleR510d packing through
pouring takes 53106 time steps to complete and requir
roughly 40 CPU hours on 50 processors.

Figure 1 shows a sample progression of our simulati
for method P1, while Fig. 2 shows similar results for meth
S2, which are the two methods we focus on in this pap
Both the cases show a series of three snapshots ove
course of the formation of the pack@21,22#.

III. STRUCTURE OF THE PACKINGS

The packings generated by these four methods had sim
bulk characteristics, though there were some difference
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the final packing fractionf f and coordination numbernc . In
all cases, the bulk properties of the packings were the s
for different random initial conditions using the sam
method. For a given set of initial conditions such as pour
rate, pouring height, or initial density, the height of the r
sultant packing was the same to withind/4. The resulting
packing fractionf and coordination numbernc within the
pack were reproducible for a given set of initial condition
Because of this, we frequently averaged over multiple ru
with different random initial conditions to improve statistic
in the presentation that follows.

Small differences in the physical structure of the pac
were observed that depend slightly on the genera
method. In general, packings created by pouring were de
than those created by sedimentation. For otherwise iden
50 000 particle packings in a cylinder of radiusR510d with
default parameters, packings created using methodsP1 had
an average volume fractionf f'0.621 and for P2 had an
average volume fraction off f'0.614, using a pouring rate
of 45 particles pert. Those created using method S1 had
average volume fraction off f'0.597 and those using
method S2 had an average volume fraction off f'0.594.
These differences were reproducible over different init
conditions. The difference between pouring and sedime
tion seems to arise from the much longer times involved
pouring, because the energies involved in both methods
not dissimilar. The longer time scales required to form pa
through pouring seem to allow particles more time to se
and rearrange, thus creating denser packs. Sedimentatio
curs over much faster time scales and seems to lock
particles into metastable configurations that are less de
For method P1, increasing the height from which the p
ticles were poured also increased the density of the fi

FIG. 2. Lower portion of the packing ofN520 000 spheres in a
cylindrical container of radiusR510d. The packing is supported
by a rough fixed bed~darker particles! and is constructed by sedi
mentation, using method S2. The three configurations shown are
initial configurations with volume fractionf i50.13, an intermedi-
ate one, and the final static pile withf f'0.60.
3-3
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pack, though the effect was slight. This effect probably ari
from the greater kinetic energy of the particles when they
the pack, which allows them to explore more phase sp
resulting in denser packs. The pouring rate also affects
final densityf f , with faster pouring rates producing loos
packings, as shown in Fig. 3. This is the same effect
above, with faster pouring rates forcing particles into loo
metastable configurations. The final packing fractionf f ’s for
method P2 are consistently lower than those for method
This is due to the change in kinetic energy, because the
netic energy of pouring particles in method P2 is mu
smaller than in P1. As was reported earlier for periodic s
tems @10#, more dilute initial packing fractionsf i result in
larger final packing fractionsf f , and we see this behavio
also for our simulations using method S1. This is the sa
effect as increasing the pouring height, because more d
columns with smallerf i are also taller and thus have grea
potential energy. In model S2 the final velocity of the fallin
particles is limited by the drag to a small terminal veloci
This removes any excess kinetic energy and the final pac
fractions of these packings are independent of the in
state. Finally, the force law chosen also has a very sl
effect on the final structure of the pack. Replacing t
Hookean force law with Hertzian results in a slightly dens
pack. We thus affirm the history dependence of granu
packings: the structure of the resultant packing is depen
on the particular method used to generate it@20#.

We find that significant particle ordering is seen at t
cylinder walls, but this boundary effect penetrates only a f
diameters into the bulk for cylinders of various radii. Figu
4 shows the final packing fraction as a function of radius
a set of packings created, using the same parameters in
inders of different radii using method S2. In all these ca
f f quickly approaches the bulk value irrespective of the s
of the container. In addition, the decay lengthn is indepen-
dent of size and extends overn'4d for all R.

Previous studies of granular packings have been c
cerned with the stability of packings@9,23–25#. The stability
of a packing is based on the average number of contacts

FIG. 3. Final average packing fractionf f as a function of pour-
ing rate vp ~in units of 1/t). Results are for packings of 50 00
particles withR510d poured from a height of 180d with method
P1. The line is a guide to the eye. Slower pour rates create de
packings.
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particle—the coordination numbernc . The theoretical limit
for stability of particles with friction isnc54 ~Ref. @26#!.
Packings withnc54 are said to be isostatic, while those wi
nc.4 are hyperstatic—they have more contacts than
needed for mechanical stability. A previous study@25# of
packings with horizontal periodic boundary conditions usi
the same model concluded that frictional packings are
ways hyperstatic. Using methods S1 and S2, we see iden
results forf f andnc to those previous measurements in t
inner core of our packings for particles more than 5d from
the outer wall, which should remove any ordering effe
originating from the wall. Packings generated by methods
and P2 are also hyperstatic. This suggests that the prev
conclusions of hyperstaticity also apply in the bulk of sil
and that the walls have only a small effect on the physi
structure of packings. The method used to create the p
ings seems to have a much larger effect.

IV. DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES

Of particular interest in the construction of silos is th
distribution of stresses in a cylindrical packing@1#. In a liq-
uid, hydrostatic pressure increases with depth. Granular
terials support shear, so the side walls of a container
support some of this pressure. The problem of the resul
vertical stress in a silo after filling has a long history, beg
ning with Janssen in 1895. Janssen’s analysis@11,27# of the
stress in a silo rested on three assumptions: the granular
ticles are treated as a continuous medium, a vertical st
szz applied to the material automatically generates a h
zontal stresssh5kszz, and the frictional forces between th
particles and the wall are at the point of Coulomb failu
(Ft5mwFn), where the frictional force can no longer resi
tangential motion of the particle and has a specific directi
In our case, this direction is upward as the particles se
Using our simulations we can test some of these assu
tions.

For a cylindrical container of radiusR with static wall
friction mw and granular pack of total heightz0, the Janssen
analysis predicts the vertical stressszz(z) at a heightz is

ser

FIG. 4. Final volume fractionf f of packings as a function o
radius for packings ofN550 000 andR510, N582 000 andR
515, andN5144 000 andR520, using method S2. The effects o
the wall penetrate about 4d in each case.
3-4
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size of the linear region and overshoots the data for largez,
as shown in Fig. 6~b!. As the stress increases linearly withz
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szz~z!5rg l̄ F12expS 2
z02z

l D G , ~4!

where the decay lengthl 5R/2kmw . k represents the frac
tion of the weight carried by the side walls,r is the volu-
metric density, andz0 is the top of the packing. In our cas
r5f frp , whererp56m/pd3 is the density of a single par
ticle. Standard Janssen analysis mandates thatl 5 l̄ , so thatl
is the only free parameter. As seen below in Fig. 6, t
single parameter formula does not provide a good qualita
fit to our data. We have generalized the formula to includ
two-parameter fit withlÞ l̄ . This separates the asympto
from the decay length. This generalization is similar to th
proposed by Walker to address the experimental fact
stresses are not uniform across horizontal slices, as wa
sumed in the original Janssen analysis@28,29#.

Another two-parameter fit was proposed by Vanel a
Clément @12# to reconcile their experimental findings wit
the Janssen theory. The fit assumes a region of perfect
drostaticity, followed by a region that conforms to the Ja
sen theory:

z02z,a:szz~z!5rg~z02z!,

FIG. 5. Vertical stressszz in units of mg/d2 for N520 000 to
60 000 packings with a rough base, usingm5mw50.5 and R
510d for method S2. Data for each value ofN is averaged over six
runs.
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z02z2a

l D G J .

~5!

This hydrostatic region is also predicted by a model
Evesque and de Gennes@30#.

Vertical stress profiles of packings for different numbe
of particles using method S2 are shown in Fig. 5. As
height of the packing increases, the region of heig
independent stress also increases. We estimate that a ra
height to radius ofh/R'6 is required to see this behavio
though this may be somewhat dependent on our cylindr
geometry and also the dimensionality of the system, si
this ratio is smaller than that observed in 2D@3,35#. There is
a slight increase in the vertical stress at the base of al
these packings. This is a generic feature of our packin
visible in packings with rough and flat bases, and is a bou
ary effect at the base. We ignore this small region in o
subsequent analyses. We show a fit of theN550 000 stress
profile to the Janssen formula~4! in Fig. 6~a!. We obtain the
fit by setting the asymptoterg l̄ equal to the value of the
stress in the height-independent region. This section is in
pendent of depth and thus is the controlling factor for t
Janssen fit. We used the standardx2 measure of goodness o
fit to evaluate the fit, where

x25(
i 51

N
~yi2xi !

2

N21
,

N is the number of data points,xi is the simulation data, and
yi are the points from the fit. In this and subsequent fits,
do not use the bottom 25d of the cylinder, as the uptick o
the stress there is a boundary effect. All fit parameters
summarized in Table I. The Janssen fit is relatively po
(x2510.5), and it substantially underpredicts the stress
the turnover region. As in the experimental data by Vanel a
Clément @12#, the hydrostatic region is larger than predict
by the standard Janssen analysis. We also fit our stress p
to the modified Janssen form (lÞ l̄ ), taking l̄ from the as-
ymptote as before and fittingl as a free parameter. This fit i
better (x251.03). However, this form also underpredicts t
ed line
FIG. 6. Vertical stressszz in units ofmg/d2 for N550 000, using method S2. The data are represented by the diamonds. The dott

is a fit to the Janssen expression withl 5 l̄ , Eq. ~4!. The dashed line is a fit to the modified Janssen expression withlÞ l̄ . The solid line is
a fit to the two parameter theory, Eq.~5!. ~b! is a blowup of the turnover region on the right side of~a!.
3-5
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near the top of the packing, it is not surprising that the b
fit was obtained with the two-parameter Vanel-Cle´ment form,
Eq. ~5!, with a x250.092. These results are qualitatively
agreement with the results obtained by Vanel and Cle´ment:
we obtaink ’s greater than 1 for the two-parameter fit andk ’s
smaller than one for the standard Janssen fit. It is difficul
provide a direct prediction for the value ofk we expect@1#.
The latter two fits~modified Janssen and the two-region fi!
do not have a theoretical basis, but clearly represent the
much better. There is a substantial region of linear hyd
static pressure at the top of the packing that both the clas
and modified Janssen theory do not account for.

We find similar results for all other methods except S
Method S1 is somewhat unphysical, since the particles
the packing with increasing kinetic energy as the simulat
progresses. The vertical stress we observe in this cas
substantially larger than that observed for other methods
is noticeably peaked near the top of the sample. This ar
because the large velocities of accelerating particles ex
sively compact the pack at impact. The pack then attempt
relax, but the side walls exert their own pressure on the p
keeping it in its ‘‘stressed’’ position, yielding a total pressu
greater than hydrostatic and freezing in this kinetic stre
Although there is a large difference in the stress profi
between packings generated by method S1 and S2,f f of the
former is only slightly larger.

To test the underlying assumptions of the Janssen an
sis, we varied the particle-wall frictionmw . First, we set
mw50, which removed any particle-wall friction. This pre
vents the side walls from supporting any weight and is si
lar to unconfined packings. The result is a vertical stress
increases linearly with height, exactly as in the hydrosta
case and as expected from the Janssen analysis. Anothe
was to increase the particle-wall friction, settingmw52.0.
This ensures a very high limit for the Coulomb failure crit
rion. We compare the stress profile of themw52.0 case to
our standardmw50.5 case in Fig. 7, both withm50.5. The
higher wall-friction case has a lower height-independ
stress, because the larger themw , the more the walls can
support. However, this difference is not large, and us
mw52.0 to obtaink values results in unreasonably low va
ues, as seen in Table I. The modified Janssen form givek
50.168, and the two-parameter fit givesk50.218.k should
be a feature of the material used and not vary greatly w
the wall friction is changed@1#. All of these fits use part of

TABLE I. Results of the fits for vertical stress in packings, usi
method S2 and the corresponding physical parameters.

Packing friction Janssen Modified Janssen Vanel-Cle´ment

m50.5 x2510.5 x251.03 x250.092
mw50.5 k50.404 k50.677 k51.14

l /d524.8 l /d514.8 l /d58.76

l̄ /d524.8 a/d516.0

m50.5 k50.168 k50.218
mw52.0 l /d514.9 l /d511.5

l̄ /d522.7 a/d511.5
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the Janssen theory, and the discrepancy ink arises because
the third assumption of the Janssen analysis is not satis
the tangential forces at the wall for themw52.0 case are
considerably less thanmwFn and thus far from the Coulomb
failure criterion, as seen in Sec. V.

We also analyzed stress profiles in larger cylinders of
dius R515d and R520d. A comparison of different stres
profiles is shown in Fig. 8~a! for method S2 and in Fig. 8~b!
for method P1. The wider cylinders have larger stresse
their asymptotic region because the amount of material t
must support is larger. These profiles show that the cross
to height-independent pressure occurs approximately
height '6R, irrespective of pouring method. In all case
note the linear, hydrostaticlike stress region at the top of
pile.

Methods P1 and P2 had similar stress profiles. Pouring
particles from different heights had a small effect on t
stress profiles. Increasing the height from which the partic
were poured increased the internal stress. This arises f
their higher potential energy. The increase in stress is m
greater than the small difference in packing fraction obser
between these packings. We also varied the pouring rate
these packings and found this had little or no effect on
stress profiles. This leads us to conclude that internal st
in a packing is primarily affected by the particle-wall frictio
coefficientmw , the geometry of the cylinder, and the amou
of potential energy that the particles possess, here re
sented by height of pouring. Changes in other parame
that can affect characteristics of the pack such as pac
fraction but do not change the potential energy have li
effect on the stress profiles.

V. DISTRIBUTION OF FORCES

Numerous experiments have been done to measure
distribution of normal contact forcesP( f n) in granular pack-
ings, wheref n5Fn /F̄n and F̄n is the average normal force
These packings all show approximately exponential tails
P( f n) for large forcesf n.1 @14,31#. Unfortunately, in the

FIG. 7. Vertical stressszz in the top part ofN550 000 packings,
with mw52 ~diamonds! and mw50.5 ~open circles!, both using
method S2. The dotted line is a fit to themw52 data with the

modified Janssen formula withlÞ l̄ and the straight line is a fit to
the same with the two-parameter Vanel-Cle´ment formula.
3-6
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the resultant stress for packings created with cylinders of different radiiR. ~a! For sedimentation method S2, th
highest stress is for anR520d cylindrical packing withN5144 000 particles, the second highest is for anR515d cylindrical packing with
82 000 particles, and the lowest is for 50 000 particles andR510d. ~b! For pouring method P1, the highest stress is for anR520d packing
with N5200 000 particles, next highest is for anR515d packing with 120 000 particles, and the lowest is for anR510d packing with
50 000 particles. All the results are a single run except the two 50 000-particle systems, which are averaged over six runs.
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experiments it is difficult to probe the distribution of force
in the interior of the pack. We measureP( f n) in both the
bulk of packings and along the side walls and flat bottoms
the cylinder, shown in Fig. 9. These packings were crea
using method P1 withmw50.5, though the form of the tai
of P( f ) is remarkably robust to changes in method or para
eters. In addition, we see the same form of the distribut
for the tangentialP( f t), as reported in simulations with pe
riodic packings@32#. TheseP( f n) curves are quite consisten
with previous measurements ofP( f n) @14# at the base of a
packing. In addition, these results indicate the form ofP( f )
inside a packing is not qualitatively different from that tak
on the edge or bottom of a cylinder. Recent experiments
emulsions have found similar distributions forP( f ) in the
bulk @33,34#. This implies that the measurements ofP( f )
taken by an experiment using forces at the edge give a g
picture of the distribution in the packing as a whole.

Using our force measurements, we can further test
reliability of the Janssen assumptions by checking whe
the tangential forces at the wall are actually at the Coulo
yield criterionFt5mwFn . We definez5Ft /mFn in the bulk
of the packing andz5Ft /mwFn for forces at the wall. If a
specific force is at the Coulomb failure criterion,z51. By
examining the distribution of forces in the interior of o
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packings, we find that almost no particle-particle contacts
at the Coulomb criterion irrespective of method or para
eters, as shown in Fig. 10~a!. When we examine the particle
wall forces in the height-independent stress region, the for
are much closer to the Coulomb criterion. Form5mw
50.5, the majority of the tangential forces are close to
Coulomb criterion for different methods. Whenm.mw , we
find that most of the particle-wall tangential forces are a
near the Coulomb failure criterion. However, for extreme
high-friction walls (m50.5, mw52.0), most tangentia
forces are not at the Coulomb criterion, as shown in F
10~b!. The peak in the particle-wall distribution occurs ne
Ft5mFn . This suggests that there is an effectivemw,e f f ,
which is the lesser of the originalmw andm. If we redo the
modified Janssen fit as before for themw52.0 case and use
an effectivemw,e f f50.5, as determined from our conta
forces, we obtaink50.72, a value close to our previou
value for mw50.5, which is what one would expect. It ap
pears that the wall does not support in meaningful numb
larger tangential forces than those between particles, bec
particles slip and move against other particles and thus
tach from the wall regardless of the highmw . This suggests
that when the particle-particle frictionm and particle-wall
friction mw are matched, the majority of the particle-wa
Bulk
es between
FIG. 9. Distribution of normalf n and tangentialf t contact forces for a packing of 50 000 particles generated, using method P1.
forces are represented as open circles, forces between particles and side wall are represented as filled-in triangles, and forc
particles and the flat base are represented as filled-in squares. All forces exhibit the same quasiexponential tails.
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FIG. 10. Probability distributionsP(z) in the height-independent pressure region in the bulk of the packing~a! and at the side walls~b!,
each normalized by its maximum valueP(zmax). z5Ft /mFn in ~a! andFt /mwFn in ~b!. Forces in the bulk are far from the Coulomb failu
criterion, while many of those at the walls are very close to it. The legends for~a! and ~b! are the same.
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forces at the wall are close to the Coulomb failure criterio
One exception occurs for largem, m5mw51.0. This allows
very large frictional forces, and it seems likely~as observed
in other simulations@10#! that even though the wall and pa
ticles can support larger tangential forces in principle,
tangential forces of this magnitude are generated. This in
mation about the Coulomb failure criterion in the dep
independent pressure region gives us no information on
extended hydrostaticlike region at the top of the pile.

We have also analyzed the linear hydrostatic region s
cifically and show our results in Fig. 11, usingz
5Ft /mwFn as in the earlier figures. In this region, few of th
forces at the wall are near the Coulomb criteria, regardles
the value ofm andmw . This is a partial explanation for why
the Janssen analysis does not apply in this region. The w
in this region support very little weight and thus the stre
profile in this region is similar to the linear hydrostatic cas
The nature of the transition between this hydrostaticlike
gion and the bulk region remains to be explored.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have used large-scale simulations to study gran
packings in cylindrical containers. We used a variety

FIG. 11. Probability distributionsP(z) at the side wall in the
linear hydrostatic region at the top of the packing withm5mw

50.5, each normalized by its maximum valueP(zmax); z
5Ft /mwFn . The solid line is the data for method S2 and t
dashed line the data for method P1. In contrast to the behavio
the height-independent pressure region, the forces at the wall
far from the Coulomb failure criterion in all cases.
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methods to generate these packings and studied the effec
packing preparation on the final static packing. We show t
the classical Janssen analysis does not fully describe
packings, but that slight modifications to the theory of Ja
sen enable us to describe our packings well. In addition,
explore some of the assumptions of Janssen and show
when the particle-particle and particle-wall friction intera
tions are balanced, the particle-wall interaction close to
wall is at the Coulomb failure criterion. We show that th
anomalous hydrostatic region at the top of our packin
arises because the forces at the wall are far from the C
lomb failure criterion and thus support very little weight,
contrast to the results deeper in the packing. We also d
onstrate that the distribution of forces in our packings
consistent with previous results in both experiment a
simulation not only in the bulk but also at the walls and ba

Much of the literature on vertical stress profiles in sil
focuses on 2D systems. The stress profiles of packings
strongly influenced by the dimensionality of the system a
we explore the crossover between 2D packings, quasi
packings of particles in flat cells, and fully 3D packings
another work@35#.

While this work was being prepared, we became aware
two new granular experiments that find a Janssen form
the vertical stress@36,37#. These experiments use either
movable base or movable cylindrical walls to mobilize t
grains more fully, producing a more Janssen-like verti
stress. The present simulations are much closer to the Va
Clément experiments@12,13#, which were taken after the
packing had settled into its final state.
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